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KEY INSIGHTS
Economies, businesses and customer behavior around the world are being transformed by the
internet and information and communication technology (ICT), and finance is no exception. New,
innovative finance-based businesses are being launched with such technology, creating an
unprecedented opportunity to transform Asian finance so that it can better serve the real
economy. But it is clear that technology alone is not the answer. A great deal will depend on
how business leaders, policymakers and regulators work together to develop the business
models and regulatory frameworks that best capture the following critical developments:


Mobile money. Internet users are increasingly accessing the web through mobile devices.
Banks are embracing this trend by improving mobile finance via ‘omni-channel’
(clicks+bricks) strategies, and they are facing vigorous competition from technology-based
finance start-ups that are giving them a run for their money.



“Show me the data.” Finance, as an information business, is being transformed through a
combination of internet-based transaction data, customer evaluations and Big Data
analytical techniques that are enabling better credit risk assessment at lower cost, especially
for smaller businesses and loan amounts.



More clicks, fewer bricks. Customers are increasingly demanding online finance, and even
though they still value branches, they want better service combining people and technology
alongside non-traditional partnerships.



Level playing field. So far, banks and financial regulators have not reacted to the threat of
online financial providers entering the payment business. However, when they enter into
deposit taking, credit and even raising equity, the question of level playing field will arise.
There is a delicate balance between nurturing innovative competition and ensuring financial
stability.



Any time, any place. User experiences outside of finance, such as with Google, Amazon
and Taobao, are shaping expectations of mobile finance – fast, user-friendly, any time, any
place access.



Transformation just starting. Regulators need to embrace technology to address key
policy priorities and help finance serve the real economy better:
o

Mobile money provides low cost, secure access in rural areas and can improve
inclusive finance

o

E-trade finance/BPO (Bank Payment Obligations) reduces transactions costs and
risks for SME trade, fostering job creation and regional integration

o

Internet-based transaction data and analytics enable better credit risk assessment
for small and medium sized enterprise (SME) lending at lower cost

o

Technologies also allow regulators to enhance their own effectiveness

o

Regulators and business need to work together to keep abreast of opportunities and
risks brought by technology and determine implications for regulations and business
models.
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TECHNOLOGY IN FINANCE
Technology is poised to revolutionize Asian finance. Change can in fact come more swiftly in
emerging markets than in developed markets and bring greater benefits across society at all
income levels. Financial institutions must adopt not just new gadgets but also new ways of
managing information and new risk management techniques. They need to upgrade their clicks
+ bricks strategies, forge new partnerships and adapt to new kinds of customers and to new
competitors like Alibaba in China. Regulation will be key. Regulators and legislators face
unprecedented needs to adapt old regulations to new conditions in order to ensure that they
facilitate the takeoff into a new era rather than holding their countries back while others take off.
Internet and information technologies are transforming information-intensive sectors where the
product or its distribution can be effectively digitized. Music, publishing and travel have all
changed dramatically. New businesses have been created in search, social networks and peerto-peer sharing.
Finance is itself an information business with few inherently physical elements. In 1984, then
CEO of Citibank, Walter Wriston stated: “Information about money has become almost as
important as money itself”1. Payments are increasingly non-physical. Debit and credit card use
has grown rapidly at the expense of cash and cheques, even before considering e-payments.
Branches delivering physical service do remain important – though similar arguments were
made previously for the indispensable role of bookstores and travel agent offices.
During the heady dotcom boom of the late 1990s, finance’s information intensity marked it out
for transformation. Fifteen years later, there is – as yet – no “Google of banking.” Internet-only
offerings from banks have not prospered. Many Asian banks certainly offer mobile and Internet
banking services, but they are often ‘just another channel’, alongside branches and phone
banking. Just as phone banking was an additional – and much cheaper – channel than the
branch, so internet banking is lower cost too. However, it has come as a further addition to the
channel mix and the branch has continued to play a critical role, especially in sales. In the U.S.,
banks increased the number of branches by 20 per cent from 2000 to 20112.
This is all now changing. The technology is available. Customers are ready. New, innovative
online businesses are being launched. Ahead lies an even greater opportunity to transform
Asian finance so that the whole sector can do a better job of serving the needs of the real
economy. In three particular areas, new technologies and business models can provide a way
to achieve important policy objectives:

1
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i.

Moving from cash usage to mobile money to increase financial access and bring
more activities into the formal economy

ii.

Using e-trade finance (e.g., through BPOs) to make trade simpler, cheaper and
quicker, especially for SMEs, increasing trade and economic integration

iii.

Applying internet-originated data and Big Data analytics in new ways to improve
SME access to finance at managed risk and cost

Quoted in A Money and Information Business, The State of the Financial Services Industry 2013, Oliver Wyman
Withering Away, The Economist, May 19 2012
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Technology alone is not enough. Getting the regulatory context and business models right will
be key. Innovation inherently brings with it change, uncertainty and risk. This can sit
uncomfortably both with conservative financial institutions and regulators focused on institutional
and systemic prudential risk management. However, innovation by banks and non-banks also
spurs competition and improved performance. This will raise the quality and resilience of the
financial system as a whole. It is for regulators and business leaders to grasp the opportunity of
e-finance in a way that allows new ways of operating and captures benefits while controlling
overall risk.
This paper examines how regulators and business leaders can do this under the following
headings:

I.

The Technology Changes That are Underway

II.

New Customer Behavior, Expectations and Standards

III.

Changes Already Underway at Banks and Non-banks

IV.

Seizing the Opportunity

V.

Opportunity #1: Mobile Money

VI.

Opportunity #2: E-trade Finance

VII.

Opportunity #3: SME Finance

VIII.

Competing Through Clicks: The Role of Banks

IX.

The Role of Regulators: A Holistic Approach

I. THE TECHNOLOGY CHANGES THAT ARE UNDERWAY
Digital technology is having a major impact on economies and business around the world.
This technological change has three key aspects:
i.

The growth on a massive scale of distributed, increasingly mobile internet access
(smartphones, tablets, personal computers (PCs)), increasing connectivity
dramatically across the world

ii.

The development of “Big Data” analysis, based on the combination of massive
amounts of data, ever-cheaper processing power and new analytical techniques
for extracting insights from the data

iii.

The proliferation of applications (or “apps”) and other software interfaces that
combine ease-of-use with extensive functionality

I.i. The growth of internet access: mobile, connected, growing rapidly
Asia today is at the heart of the internet world: China, India, Japan and Korea represent four of
the world’s five largest internet user bases with 568 million, 156 million, 101 million and 41
million people online respectively. By comparison there are 254 million people online in the
4
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U.S. 3 Asia also leads the world in bringing new users to the internet 4 . China, India and
Indonesia top the global rankings of most new internet users added between 2008 and 2012.
China added 254 million new users in this period; India 88 million and Indonesia 39 million. The
Philippines brought a further 28 million new users (#7 globally) and Vietnam 12 million (#15).
Internet connectivity is increasingly mobile, rather than just by ‘tethered’ PC. In 2013, there were
over 5 billion mobile phone users globally, of which 1.5 billion had a smartphone, according to
Morgan Stanley estimates. In December 2012, 75 per cent of Chinese internet users accessed
the web through a mobile phone and 71 per cent through a PC.5 In Korea, mobile-originated
internet searches exceeded PC-originated searches for the first time in December 2012. The
pace of change is rapid. Two years earlier, searches carried out through PCs outnumbered
those from smartphones by seven to one.
I.ii. The rise of “Big Data”: massive data volumes and new analytical techniques
Big Data as a topic attracts a global attention even though there is no single definition of Big
Data. In sum, it is about new methods and technologies to handle and analyze wide ranges of
data streams at very high volumes. Such analysis generates new insights into the needs and
behavior of both individuals and overall systems and how these can in turn be influenced and
shaped.
Estimates suggest that the amount of global data created and shared – from documents to
pictures and tweets – grew nine times from 2006 to 2011 to reach a total of nearly two
zettabytes (in other words, two trillion gigabytes)6. In 2011, this number was estimated to double
again by 2013 and again by 2015. While the information of the different data included in this
broad definition may vary, the scale and momentum of growth are considerable. In truth, the
numbers for this data explosion are at the limits of comprehension. Beyond the familiar
‘gigabytes’, estimates quickly move into numbers of tera-, peta-, exa- and zettabytes and
ultimately on to yottabytes – each prefix signifying a thousand times increase on its precursor.
This mass of data is not static. According to Cisco Systems, mobile data traffic is projected to
grow 13-fold by 20177. In many mobile markets, data traffic8 is growing 80 to 150 per cent
annually as a result of increased connectivity between hardware and software apps.
The nature of data analysis is changing in three ways in parallel. First, the sheer scale of the
data that can be effectively and rapidly analyzed is now in the tera- and peta-byte range9 rather
than gigabytes. Secondly, techniques bring together structured and unstructured data to gain
insights. For example, weather forecasts, Facebook activity and branch sales activities can be
integrated and analyzed to identify when people are more likely to make a purchase. Thirdly, the
speed of collection and computation has increased – much more can be done in real-time rather
3

Wikipedia calculation based on International Telecommunication Union internet penetration data, June 2013
Key Internet Trends, Kleiner Perkins Caufield Byers, May 2013
5
Key Internet Trends, Kleiner Perkins Caufield Byers, May 2013
6
June 2011 IDC report quoted in Key Internet Trends, Kleiner Perkins Caufield Byers, May 2013
7
Cisco Visual Networking Index: Global Mobile Data Traffic Forecast Update, 2012-2017, pp. 3,6-11, Cisco Systems,
2013
8
Global Information Technology Report 2012: Living in a Hyperconnected World, p. 61, World Economic Forum,
2012
9
i.e. thousands and millions of Gigabytes respectively
4
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than overnight or offline in separate analytical tasks10. Exhibit 1 below provides an overview of
the types of data encompassed in Big Data discussions:

Exhibit 1
0

What is Big Data?

POS
Data

Locations
“In-Memory
Analytics”

“Big Data is about new methods
and technologies to handle and
analyze in a highly scalable
manner, poly-structured data
streams, with hugely increasing
volume, variety (e.g. structured,
unstructured data) and velocity
(e.g. in real-time)”

Real-Time

Facebook
Twitter

Sensor Data
Payments

Big Data
Google+

Call Center

Clicks

Weather
Text Messages

Customer Profiles

Velocity
Shipments

Analytical
Factory

Online Forums
Video
“Hadoop/
MapReduce”

Transaction History

“Batch”

SharePoint
HR Records

DWH

Financials

Structured Data

Environmental
Text Documents
Unstructured Data

Variety + Volume

Source: BARC / Booz & Company

0

For economic policymakers real-time analysis of online data sources can provide more timely
insight into how the economy is performing. For example, MIT’s Billion Prices Project led by
economists Alberto Cavallo and Roberto Rigobon calculates a daily inflation index from a
continuously evolving basket of goods. Software scours the websites of online retailers for their
prices on an extensive product range, and this provides the basis for a real-time measure of
inflation. In the area of health, the Google Flu initiative is seeking to improve forecasts of flu
epidemics by analyzing the volumes and clustering of key related search terms.
Finance is equally amenable to Big Data techniques. There is scope both to improve product
marketing and risk management, and to gain better understanding of systemic risks. Banks are
starting to apply these techniques to achieve more personalized marketing and more effective
risk management. Regulators are starting to gain more nuanced and complex views of network
interactions among financial institutions, which is helping them to identify critical network nodes
in order to improve systemic risk management.

10
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I.iii. The proliferation of the app and other user-friendly software interfaces
Before the launch of Apple’s App Store in 2008, web pages were the dominant means of
accessing internet content. Some were well designed, and some less so. The proliferation of
apps combining specific functionality with extreme ease of use has made mobile and internet
activity significantly more convenient and hassle-free. There are now over one million apps in
the Apple App Store and nearly 900,000 on the Google Android platform. Apple reports a total
of over 60 billion app downloads as of October 2013.11
Other simple, smart technologies are enabling secure payments by mobile phone in countries
as far apart as Kenya (M-Pesa) and South Korea. M-Pesa allows payments to be made via a
simple phone menu with SMS confirmation. Online payment systems, such as Alipay and
PayPal, offer simple, secure payments at the click of a button. Apps, such as WeChat and
Skype, make communication of all kinds cheaper and more convenient, while bypassing high
traditional telecommunications costs.
These smarter technological solutions are enabling mobile money, e-payments and ecommerce to take root. Taken together, these technologies lower transaction costs and raise
convenience for users, though with some new risks and challenges. They are also changing
customer behavior.

II. NEW CUSTOMER BEHAVIOR, EXPECTATIONS AND STANDARDS
Customer behavior and expectations have changed significantly since 2000. Customers are
now ready for innovative financial services. Changes outside of finance are creating new
customer needs and expectations within finance. Four characteristics stand out:
i.

The scale and rapid growth of online commerce

ii.

The scale and rapid growth of sharing self-generated content and social media

iii.

The nature of high-quality user experiences that leading internet companies offer

iv.

A remaining and important role for physical branches and face-to-face interaction

II. i. The scale and rapid growth of online commerce
Online retail sales are substantial and growing.. China’s online retail sales accounted for
US$190 to 210 billion in 2012, representing 5 to 6 per cent of retail sales. By 2020, this could
reach US$420 to 650 billion or 10 to 16 per cent of total consumption12. People are increasingly
comfortable paying online. They are getting used to doing complicated things online and trust is
increasing. Initially, customers were comfortable buying simple products online (e.g. funds), but
not comfortable making more complicated and larger product decisions (e.g., mortgages). Now,
however, people book vacations and file tax returns online.

11

Apple App Store hits 60 billion cumulative downloads, http://www.engadget.com/2013/10/22/
apple-ios-7-downloaded-over-200-million-times-in-5-days/
12
China’s E-tail Revolution, McKinsey Global Institute, March 2013
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II.ii. The scale and rapid growth of sharing self-generated content and social media
The growth of social media is also changing behavior and expectations about privacy and
engagement. Sharing and instant messaging through internet platforms are commonplace.
Generational and geographic differences are considerable. Asian online users are significantly
more comfortable sharing than those in the U.S. In a global online survey, 15 per cent of U.S.
respondents indicated that they would “share everything or most things online.”13 In China, the
figure was 36 per cent, in India 52 per cent, in South Korea 40 per cent and in Indonesia 50 per
cent. At the other extreme, the figure for Japan was 3 per cent. Geography still matters online.
II.iii. The nature of high-quality user experiences that leading internet companies offer
Customer expectations regarding service levels, 24/7 access and response times, have
increased dramatically. User experiences outside of finance (e.g., Google, Amazon, Taobao)
are setting a new bar for what finance must offer. These same companies are continually
upgrading and improving what they offer. The pace of innovation is even more remarkable in
China. Commercial banks innovate at a slower pace. When dealing with banks, customers often
feel hassled, undervalued and in the dark. Trust has fallen since the financial crisis. Customers
look for any time, any place access, rapid response and Apple-like ease of use. Security and
privacy do remain major concerns, although many solutions now address these issues.
II.iv. A remaining and important role for physical branches and face-to-face interaction
Despite all of this, bank branches remain important to customers for face-to-face sales and
service. 2012 Google research on U.S. mobile banking trends found that 76 per cent of mobile
internet users search for branch locations and 65 per cent look for branch opening hours14.
Twenty-nine per cent of Bank of America customers used a mobile phone for research before
opening a bank account. Fifty-four per cent of those who researched on a phone applied in a
branch15.
Nonetheless, the tide is turning away from physical branches. After consistent growth since
1998, total branch visits across Asia fell by 25 to 30 per cent from 2010 to 201116. Meanwhile,
the customer experience in bank branches remains a hassle for many. Rows of people sitting to
wait their turn are common in Chinese branches. Yet in China, for example, regulations and
bank policies still stipulate a branch visit for many account management procedures.

III. CHANGES ALREADY UNDERWAY AT BANKS AND NON-BANKS
Banks have been active online since the late 1990s, looking for ways to apply the internet to
their businesses. Since then, new players too have looked for opportunities to bring technology
to finance. The activities of incumbents and new entrants merit separate consideration:

13

Ipsos OTX May 2013 survey cited in Key Internet Trends, Kleiner Perkins Byers Caufield
What Users Want from Mobile, Google 2012
15
Compete Credit Cards Study, 2012
14

16

Retail Banking in Asia: Actionable Insights for New Opportunities, McKinsey & Co, March 2013
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i.

Banks: applying technology to offer additional services to customers

ii.

New players establishing footholds, especially in payments

III.i Banks: applying technology to offer additional services to customers
Across Asia, banks are upgrading mobile banking, introducing e-money products and applying
Big Data analytical techniques to improve operations, marketing and risk management. New
branch designs combine fewer, higher-skilled staff with video links and online access to deliver
higher service with a human touch. Banks are venturing into social media. The aim is to
succeed in what is called an ‘omni-channel world’. Since customers use multiple channels,
banks need to excel in all channels and to integrate the experience. Customers will indeed often
use multiple channels in relation to a single product such as a mortgage, potentially researching
online, web-chatting with a representative, signing the deal in a branch and talking with a call
center regarding payment status. The example below provides an illustration from Korea.
Exhibit 2: Today’s Consumers are Multi-Channel Hoppers: A Case in Korea

Source: McKinsey Personal Financial Services Surveys, 2007 and 2011 quoted in Retail
Banking in Asia: Actionable Insights for New Opportunities, McKinsey & Co, March 2013

However, for all of these changes, there are few signs so far of banks using new technologies to
change fundamentally their business models and organizations. There are significant and
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understandable cultural differences between established banks and new internet giants such as
Alibaba, Tencent and Google.
III.ii New players: deploying new models, especially in payments
The most interesting innovations are happening outside of the traditional banks. New payment
and lending models are bringing new competitors into the heart of the banking business. In
China, Alibaba has moved from e-commerce into payments, wealth management products and
small business lending. Its proprietary transaction-based information provides a superior basis
for risk assessment. In Kenya, M-Pesa mobile money is used by 70 per cent of Kenyans to
transfer money via mobile phone. Google incorporates bankcards into its Google Wallet,
facilitating one-click purchasing. Critically, this involvement in payments gives Google insight
into advertising effectiveness, by linking advertising views to purchases. This, in turn, enables
higher advertising revenues.
The incursion of new competitors into payments is especially noteworthy. Within banking,
payments have historically received less attention than lending, credit risk and investment
activities. In fact, payments are at the core of a bank’s relationships with its customers and
generate a large portion of banking profits. They serve as the entry point for selling asset and
liability products. One report suggests payments account for 20 per cent of European retail
banking revenues17. The share of profits is significantly higher. Asia-Pacific payment revenues
totaled US$157 billion in 2012, with a 2022 forecast value of US$423 billion18.
Now, digital technology has the potential to transform retail payments. It promises to reduce
payment costs dramatically, serving as a route for increasing financial access in emerging
economies. For example, in India costs fall to under one cent per transaction from branch and
ATM-based levels of US$0.80 to US$1.20 and US$0.25 to - US$0.40 (see Table below)19.

17

Profit Earner or Cost Driver: A combined view of retail payments, Cap Gemini/De Nederlandsche Bank/European
Central Bank
18
Global Payment 2013: Getting Business Models and Execution Right, The Boston Consulting Group/SWIFT,
October 2013
19
The Transaction Banking Advantage: The Path to Profitable Growth, The Boston Consulting Group/SWIFT,
October 2012
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Exhibit 3: New Payment Models are Lower Cost and Higher Quality: An Example of India

Source: The Transaction Banking Advantage: The Path to Profitable Growth, The Boston
Consulting Group/SWIFT, October 2012
Moreover, the opportunity is not limited to cost reduction. New players such as Google have an
additional motivation for expanding into payments, or at the least into accessing the information
that is related to payments. Transaction-level payment information provides insights into
customer purchasing habits. This, in turn, allows a more accurate assessment of promotion and
advertising effectiveness, which in turn drives advertising revenues. Research by the Boston
Consulting Group and SWIFT estimates that, for the next few years, the revenues to be gained
from incorporating deals, offers and advertising into mobile wallets will be greater than the
financial revenues of providing prepaid and mobile solutions to the unbanked20. While policy
initiatives can further underpin bringing mobile money solutions to the unbanked, commercial
imperatives will attract many new players into and adjacent to payments. This will increase the
competitive pressures on banks.
IV. SEIZING THE OPPORTUNITY – A CALL TO REGULATORS AND BUSINESS LEADERS
TO HELP FINANCE SERVE THE REAL ECONOMY BETTER
The time is ripe for technology to do to transform finance. Regulatory choices will be key in
shaping how and at what speed this transformation unfolds. Regulations determine which
institutions can undertake which activities under which conditions. To a large extent, they shape
the business models that are feasible and sustainable. In this light, the task for regulators is
much broader than the prudential regulation of the existing institutional landscape. While
regulators can be reluctant to license new entrants, the accelerated development of e-finance
will help Asian policymakers address top growth priorities. Both established and new financial
institutions can contribute. Policymakers have the opportunity to harness technology and
20

The Transaction Banking Advantage: The Path to Profitable Growth, The Boston Consulting Group/SWIFT,
October 2012
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encourage adoption. This will help finance do a better job of meeting the needs of the real
economy.
There are opportunities for innovation in all areas of finance. But three areas hold particular
promise in addressing Asia’s key needs:
-

Opportunity #1: Mobile money

-

Opportunity #2: E-trade finance

-

Opportunity #3: SME finance

V. OPPORTUNITY #1: MOBILE MONEY – SWITCHING FROM CASH TO E-MONEY
Encouraging and enabling the switch from cash to mobile money will bring many benefits for
individuals and the broader economy. There are good examples of successes in emerging and
more advanced economies. Nonetheless, there are also many initiatives that have not met their
aspirations. Regulators and businesses both play critical roles in creating the right environment
for success. There are five aspects to consider:
i.

The benefits of moving from cash to mobile money

ii.

The wealth of new pyments innovations across Asia

iii.

The Korean experience

iv.

The M-Pesa experience in Kenya and beyond

v.

Lessons for successful mobile money implementation

V. i. The benefits of moving from cash to mobile money
Switching from cash to mobile money or e-money brings many benefits. It makes money
transfers easier in remote areas. It is also cheaper, since cash management is itself costly.
Importantly, the ‘gray’ or ‘underground’ economy is, by its nature, overwhelmingly cash-based.
Across Asia, cash usage varies significantly, but everywhere remains an important means of
payment. In India and Indonesia, cash usage is high, accounting for 76 per cent and 62 per cent
of all consumer payments by value respectively21. In China and Thailand, the share of cash is
lower (24 per cent and 30 per cent respectively), but still significant.
Cash is often thought of as a ‘free’ means of payment, but it carries significant costs. It needs to
be printed, moved around and stored securely. Banks, retailers and other businesses incur
significant costs of cash handling. Industry estimates place the cost of cash handling at between
0.5 and 1.5 per cent of total GDP.
These factors are all the more significant in remote rural areas. Cash serves is an effective
means of exchange between people who trade with one another in person. However,
21

Is there such a thing as having too much cash? MasterCard Advisors, 2012
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withdrawing and depositing cash securely requires an often-costly physical infrastructure in
areas with low population density. Making payments to third parties requires either traveling with
cash to make a face-to-face exchange or going to the nearest branch, which may be many
miles away.
Moreover, some of the reasons for using cash are less attractive from the perspective of society.
The ‘gray’ or ‘underground’ economy rests on cash. Tax receipts are lower when taxable
activities cannot be tracked, lowering the tax base. Analysis by MasterCard has also identified
correlations between cash usage and corruption levels, and cash usage and ease of doing
business. The same analysis does not, however, find any correlation between cash usage and
either the tax burden or size of the gray economy:

Exhibit 4: Cash Usage and Corruption

Source: Transparency International’s 2011 Global Corruption Perceptions Index and
MasterCard Advisors’ Analysis, figures for cash excluded black and gray market spend, from Is
there such a thing as having too much cash? MasterCard Advisors, 2012
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Exhibit 5: Cash Usage and Ease of Doing Business

Source: The World Bank’s 2010 Ease of Doing Business Index and MasterCard Advisors’
Analysis; figures for cash exclude black and gray market spend from Is there such a thing as
having too much cash? MasterCard Advisors, 2012
V. ii. The wealth of new payments innovations across Asia
Over the past decade there have been many payment innovations across Asia involving
technology. In many cases, non-bank institutions create new solutions. Government often plays
an important role as do consortia in the banking industry. Examples include:










Australia: BPAY bill payments service, POLi retail payment system and payclick online
payment system
China: mobile payment services and multipurpose prepaid cards, and Alibaba’s online
payment, Alipay
Hong Kong: contactless debit Octopus Card widely used in transportation and small
retail transactions
India: innovative payment services through business agents and mobile phone-initiated
Interbank Mobile Payment Service (IMPS)
Japan: Chip-based electronic money such as Edy, Suica, PASMO, WAON and nanaco
Korea: T-Money used in public transportation and taxis
Malaysia: Mobile Money
Philippines: Globe GCASH
Singapore: NFC (near-field communication) for e-payments

14
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Annex 1 provides more detail on these cases. Within Asia, Korea has been especially
successful. For lower-income economies, the success in Kenya of M-Pesa, a mobile phonebased payments system, is widely cited.
V. iii. The Korean experience
Korea is a good example of how government payments policy can shape payment usage and
the business environment in parallel. The South Korean government has consistently supported
the move from cash to card-based payments, and is now actively promoting mobile money in
various forms.
Ahead of the 1988 Seoul Olympics, the government gave tax incentives to businesses that
accepted cards and carried out tax audits on those who did not do so22. Then, in the early 2000s,
Korea further increased the use of credit cards at the expense of cash through a scheme that
provided tax incentives for those who paid by credit card. Although this initiative was successful
in promoting card usage, it did not adequately address credit risk issues. The result was a credit
card boom and ensuing crisis, as the size of non-performing card advances mushroomed. It is
important to move cash payments to e-payments without increasing substantially the amount of
credit risk taken.
More recently, the government has extended the use of cards to school tuition payments and
utility fees. Korea is also the leader in enabling mobile handsets for payments through the use
of near-field communication (NFC) technology. The Korean payments utility, KFTC, played a
lead role in bringing industry participants together and reaching agreement on common
standards. Sixteen banks and the two major mobile operators (KT-olleh and SK Telecom)
participated. The Korean Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport has also led efforts to
set common standards. This means that the One Pass prepaid transportation card can be used
across Korea to pay for travel by train, bus, subway, ferries and taxi and pay road tolls.
V. iv. The M-Pesa experience in Kenya and beyond
The success of M-Pesa in Kenya is the most commonly cited example of e-payments being
used to increase financial access in emerging markets. It is indeed a remarkable story. Ninety
three per cent of Kenyans are mobile phone users and more than 80 per cent of those use
mobile money in the form of M-Pesa. The 2012 launch of M-Shwari, a paperless banking
service linked to M-Pesa, has expanded the offering into deposits and micro-loans through a
partnership with Commercial Bank of Africa.
Attempts to replicate this success outside of Kenya have been less promising. M-Pesa’s
ultimate owner, Vodafone has attempted rollout in Tanzania, South Africa and Afghanistan with
pilots in India. To date, these have been less successful than the Kenyan experience. More
broadly, a joint Citi-USAID paper concluded that “despite the over 100 mobile money
deployments around the world, only a handful have reached economies of scale.”23

22
23

Is there such a thing as having too much cash? MasterCard Advisors, 2012
10 Ways to Accelerate Mobile Money, Citi-USAID, 2012
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The lessons on why M-Pesa worked well in Kenya and less well elsewhere provide important
pointers on the business and policy actions needed to support innovative e-payments24. First,
simply and critically, the regulatory environment permitted mobile phones to be used to make
payments, allowing Safaricom to launch M-Pesa. Secondly, the proposition had immediate,
direct benefit for Kenyan urban workers seeking to remit money across the country back to their
families, who lived in areas without bank branches. Finally, M-Pesa was able to take advantage
of Safaricom’s existing distribution network, the 25,000 agents who sold mobile phone time topup cards for Safaricom. These agents were already a trusted presence in local communities and
could build on an existing successful business base to operate profitably.
V. v. Lessons for successful mobile money implementation
In the digital world, the right physical and regulatory environment is still critical. Or as the CitiUSAID report states: “Mobile money deployments require the coordinated actions of all
ecosystem participants to achieve scale.” The report further identified ten “accelerators” for
driving the successful adoption of mobile money:
1. Ensure mobile money transfers are safe and transparent
2. Establish an inter-agency government process to coordinate mobile money decisions
3. Leverage mobile money for government and donor payments and collections
4. Get food and household product retailers to accept mobile money
5. Promote open-architecture policies and interoperability within and across ecosystems
6. Allow mobile money transfers to move seamlessly across borders and mobile networks
7. Pilot programs to test innovative approaches, create impact analysis and develop
replicable opportunities for scale
8. Protect people through client education and consumer protection measures
9. Facilitate the ability of people to put cash in and take cash out of their mobile wallets
10. Tackle the identity issue for the unbanked

The critical role that government plays in enabling the success of mobile money and broadening
financial access is increasingly recognized. In Brazil, the government helped drive widespread
adoption of prepaid cards by mandating their use when paying welfare benefits. India plans to
use its Aadhaar Unique Identity Program as a platform for mobile payments. Aadhaar will
provide every Indian with a secure, verifiable and unique form of identification. This can serve
as an effective platform for mobile money. The greatest resistance will then come from those
who do not wish to trade the anonymity of cash for the use of e-payments where the names of
those involved are clear.
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V. vi. Beyond mobile-money: truly virtual currencies?
Perhaps the most extreme form of innovation in e-finance is the creation of new ‘virtual’
currencies that only exist in electronic form.
In 2013, the most prominent of these currencies, Bitcoin, has gained attention for a rapid rise in
its ‘value’ and subsequent decline. Bitcoin’s value is defined as the conversion rate back from
Bitcoin into traditional currency25. There are Bitcoin-only casinos and an online store where one
can buy real goods with Bitcoins. In the Bitcoin world, Bitcoins are created or ‘mined’ by a
complicated computer algorithm, so limiting supply. People earn or ‘mine’ the currency by
lending their computer’s resources and it can then be traded on online exchanges.
Some argue that the ability to create a new currency is the ultimate route to safety away from
currencies issued by heavily indebted governments. More prosaically, the offshore, unregulated
nature of Bitcoin has made it popular with drug traders and criminals. It has also been popular in
China in light of China’s capital controls, prior to regulatory intervention. The regulatory
challenges that Bitcoin raises are clear. The U.S. government is now actively seeking to
regulate virtual currencies. FINCen (the U.S. Treasury’s Financial Crimes Enforcement Network)
is seeking to define Bitcoin ‘miners’ as money-transmitters who then need to be regulated in
order to address money-laundering concerns. In China, the central bank has banned financial
institutions, including third-party payments processors, from undertaking Bitcoin-related
payment or clearing services.
Less dramatically, many online games have their own virtual currencies. Gamers spend
“traditional” money to buy virtual currencies at a set exchange rate and then buy virtual goods.
The annual spending in China on these virtual currencies is forecast to exceed US$10 billion by
2015 26 . As with any currency, the key to its value is its convertibility and acceptance.
Acceptance within any online world is broad – for example across the many games for which
Tencent acts as a platform. Critically, however, these currencies cannot be converted back into
traditional money according to PBOC regulation.
In fact, it is not clear how well new virtual currencies will fare. A legitimate and appropriate
regulatory framework will be critical. Facebook launched Facebook Credit, its own virtual
currency in 2009. Payments for in-game virtual goods contributed 15 per cent of Facebook’s
revenue or US$557 million in 2011. However, Facebook stopped issuing credit in 2012 and now
operates only with traditional currencies. Just as with other online businesses, it is still the
Facebook name and not the original bank brand that the customer sees when paying online
through Facebook with stored bankcard details

VI. OPPORTUNITY #2: E-TRADE FINANCE – REDUCING TRANSACTION COSTS,
INCREASING ECONOMIC INTEGRATION
Aside from retail banking and consumer payments, e-payments play an important role in trade
financing. Traditionally, trade finance has been paper-based, using bills of lading, letters of
25
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credit and warehouse receipts. Consequently, trade finance transaction costs are high. Paperbased transactions are slow to process, costly and prone to human error. paper-based
merchandise trade documents cost Asia US$138 billion27. Trade finance is ripe for e-finance28.
New, electronic platforms are enabling all participants to share the same trade data, monitor
ownership rights along the supply chain, track risks and enable financing as required. An etrade platform saves on inventory, working capital requirements, funding and risk management
costs. Even more importantly, it improves transparency in trading relations and increases trust
between buyers and sellers. This is particularly relevant in helping SMEs in emerging
economies that often face problems due to their lack of collateral, credit history and payment
records.
An important pre-condition for electronic processing is data and document standardization.
The standard letter of credit documentation in paper-based trade evolved over many years. To
replace this with a standard electronic document, the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC)
and Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication (SWIFT) have created an
electronic BPO. This BPO is an automated, secure, transparent and seamless system. It
represents an irrevocable undertaking by one bank to another bank to make payment on a
specified date upon successful electronic data matching by SWIFT’s Trade Services Utility, in
accordance with ICC rules. By assuring payment, a BPO reduces risks for all parties, and so
can be used as collateral for finance. SWIFT estimated that British Petroleum could save up to
US$1 million worldwide (most of the gains lie in the marginal income) annually after adopting
the BPO29.
As of end-June 2013, 40 banks have adopted the BPO, including 14 of the top 20 global trade
banks. For more details on e-trade finance and BPOs, see FGI’s brief on trade finance.

VII. OPPORTUNITY #3: APPLYING TECHNOLOGY TO SME FINANCE
Improving access to finance SMEs is a major policy priority across Asia. Technology can play
an important role in addressing these financing challenges. Indeed it is already giving rise to
new business models that help address these needs. Innovation in China stands out.
Regulators and businesses both need to work to ensure that new business models become
established and sustainable sources of finance for the SME sector. There are five aspects to
consider:

i.

The importance and challenge of SME finance

ii.

Alibaba case study: a new internet finance business born in China

iii.

The role of partnerships and regulatory context in Alibaba’s development

iv.

Alternative approaches to SME and consumer lending: P2P lending
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VII. i. The importance and challenge of SME finance
SMEs account for the overwhelming majority of jobs across Asia and the bulk of GDP in most
Asian economies. They will become even more important in the future as policymakers seek to
increase the role of the services sector. SMEs play a critical role in job creation, especially
because many of tomorrow’s future global large corporates and multinationals are today’s SMEs
in countries across Asia30.
Nonetheless, SMEs struggle for access to credit. They often lack a credit history and verifiable
financial accounts. This can make it difficult for them to demonstrate true underlying risk. Many
SMEs also lack the ability to offer sufficient collateral. On the whole, Asian banks view lending
to SME customers as higher cost and higher risk than lending to large, often state-owned,
corporations.
In consumer and small business lending in developed markets, best practice lending decisions
can be highly automated for smaller businesses and smaller loan amounts. Banks, such as
Wells Fargo in the U.S., rely on analysis of large data volumes to predict credit risk and – in the
event of repayment problems – to determine the appropriate collection strategies. Where human
judgment is still required – for example, on larger loan amounts – this same credit data provides
important decision support.
Across Asia, banks are struggling with how to make such practices a reality in light of large data
gaps. They need to find a way to gather sufficient, high-quality data in order to make prudent
and profitable lending decisions as part of an expansion of SME lending. Over the past fifteen
years significant progress has been made both at bank level and at the country level in building
up credit bureaus. However, there is still a long way to go. While other factors, such as local
knowledge and relationship management experience, are very important, data gaps remain a
major constraint on increased SME lending.
VII. ii. Alibaba: A new internet finance business born in China
China is a good example both of the progress and the distance that remains in SME finance. All
Chinese banks have been increasing their focus on SME lending in recent years at the
encouragement of the China Banking Regulatory Commission (CBRC), China’s banking
regulator. They have created separate SME departments, redesigned risk processes and
ratings and fulfilled SME lending quotas set by CBRC. They have the extensive branch
networks and local knowledge that provides the potential for successful SME lending. However,
state-owned enterprises still receive the bulk of bank loans and have benefited
disproportionately from credit expansion in the wake of the global financial crisis.
The greatest innovations are happening outside of the banking sector, and the regulatory stance
has been broadly supportive and tolerant of these innovative newcomers.
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The internet giant, Alibaba Group, stands out for the finance business that it has built in recent
years 31 . Alibaba is at the forefront of e-commerce development in China. It has developed
leading platforms for SME businesses (B2B), consumer-to-consumer (C2C) sales and for
manufacturers and retailers to sell to consumers online (B2C) through alibaba.com, Taobao and
T-mall. Alibaba dominates these markets. In 2011, Taobao had a 90 per cent share of C2C
sales and T-mall had over half of the B2C market32.
Alibaba’s first move into finance was in e-payments. In 2004, it launched Alipay, a third-party
online payment platform that allowed customers to settle online transactions through an escrow
service linked to their bank accounts. Alipay now accounts for just under one-half of China’s
non-bank online payments market. Alibaba’s position in e-commerce has provided a natural
path for it to build a payments business in competition with banks.
In 2010, Alibaba moved into lending. As of August 2013, Alibaba had extended a total of US$16
billion (RMB 100 billion) in loans to SME customers since its launch. Alibaba members can
apply for loans of up to RMB 1 million with a one-year term. Taobao members in Zhejiang are
eligible to apply for loans of up to RMB 500,000 with a six-month term. The average loan size is
US$6,500 (RMB 40,000) and non-performing loan rates are low – 0.87 per cent in the second
quarter of 201333.
It is Alibaba’s e-commerce business itself that provides the basis for these low default rates,
even though SME lending is typically seen to be high risk. Alibaba combines data and Big Data
analytical techniques to assess credit risk. The analysis draws on an online credit check,
Alibaba’s proprietary record of the customer’s e-commerce business transaction history and
customer evaluations of the party seeking the loan. Capping the maximum loan size limits risks
to those that can be assessed in a reliable way through statistical tools and analysis.
Alibaba is now offering the ability to invest in funds and wealth management products over the
internet. In particular, its offering of the Yu-E Bao fund, a quasi-deposit wealth management
product, has attracted US$1 billion in funds. In October 2013, Alibaba bought control of
Tianhong Securities, the provider of the Yu-E Bao fund.
VII. iii. The role of partnerships and regulatory context in Alibaba’s development
From its start in the payments business, Alibaba has established a profitable finance business
with a clear information advantage that traditional banks do not have. It uses new technology
flexibly to attract customers at low cost. It is now creating new apps to improve mobile
functionality. Nonetheless, its success rests on two other aspects that continue to define how efinance will evolve – partnerships with established financial institutions and a constructive
regulatory context.
For all of its success in finance, partnerships with banks remain important to Alibaba.
Customers who wish to borrow in excess of Alibaba’s loan limits are referred to banking
partners. The banks then make their own risk assessment. Notably, Alibaba does not share the
full customer transaction and evaluation history with the partner banks. It keeps the information
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advantage for itself. In September 2013, it announced a new partnership with China Minsheng
Bank, where the two companies would work together on the integration of a range of banking
services.
The regulatory context has been even more critical. In July 2013, Alibaba received approval
from the CSRC, the Chinese securities regulator, for its first securitization of an SME loan
portfolio. This allows Alibaba to raise additional funding of RMB 5 billion (US$820 million) from
outside investors for its lending activities. More generally, Alibaba is not a bank and as such is
not regulated as one. While it is attracting money into wealth management products, it is not a
deposit-taking institution. Some press comment has suggested that regulators are tolerating
lending by Alibaba in excess of what a typical small-loan company could do given its registered
capital34. However, Alibaba has also encountered setbacks to its business plans. In Spring 2013,
it announced plans to create a large network of offline point-of-sale (POS) terminals and include
links to pay utilities bills. Alibaba has now cancelled these plans. It faced strong arguments
from China Unionpay, the dominant offline payment company in China that these plans went
against Chinese regulations.
Alibaba’s story demonstrates how non-financial, information-based companies are able to build
better e-finance customer offerings than banks in some circumstances. However, it also shows
that banks remain attractive partners, and above all, that the regulatory context is critical. For all
of its success, Alibaba today remains small. It accounts for around 0.1 per cent of Chinese bank
lending. At this scale, regulators too can experiment in order to identify the right regulatory
framework. As e-finance gets bigger, a level playing field for banks and non-banks alike will be
critical.
VII. iv. Alternative approaches to SME and consumer finance: P2P lending
It is not just Alibaba that is innovating in Chinese SME finance. An alternative business model in
credit extension is the growth of P2P (peer-to-peer) lending. Just as large corporations raise
debt financing by issuing bonds to institutional investors rather than taking a loan from a
commercial bank, so P2P lenders bring together those who wish to borrow money with those
who wish to lend money. The largest P2P lender is the Lending Club in the U.S., which will
originate loans of US$2 billion in 201335. In May 2013, Google paid US$125 million for a stake in
another P2P lender, the Lending Tree.
In China, P2P lenders take two forms – those who provide some form of guarantee and those
who do not. Credit Ease (直信) is an example of the guaranteed model. As of May 2013, it had
facilitated loans totaling US$1.6 billion36. Credit Ease signs a loan contract with borrowers and
then transfers the claim to lenders, while signing a financial services contract with the lenders. It
makes a reserve against the loan in order to provide a payout to the lenders in the event of
borrower default. Key to this model is how accurately the intermediary assesses the risk, the
adequacy of its guarantee fund in relation to the expectations of the lenders and the lenders’
own ability to withstand defaults.
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In the alternative unguaranteed model, the P2P intermediary simply organizes a bidding auction
for funds between would-be borrowers and lenders. Paipaidai (拍拍贷) is an example of this
model. Here the intermediary bears no credit risk. There remain questions as to what
verification (if any) is made of the borrower’s situation and what the processes are for collection
in case of repayment problems. A reliable online credit check system is an important component
of this approach.
P2P lending is in its early stages. Questions remain both about the profitability of the business
model and about the appropriate way to regulate these businesses. Naturally these two are
inter-related. Who is able to invest and what sort of consumer or investor protection should be
provided? Who bears the risk ultimately? What capital requirements should there be, if any, and
who is responsible if a guarantee fails?
As with other innovations in e-finance, regulators need to support these new business models
while addressing new risks and ensuring all competitors are on a level regulatory playing field.
C

2

Unsecured and unguaranteed model for P2P lending

On-line Bidding Model
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VIII. COMPETING THROUGH CLICKS: THE ROLE OF BANKS
The direction of movement towards e-finance is clear. What is uncertain is the pace of change.
Both the actions of innovators and the stance of regulators play a major role here. The
technology is ready and so are the customers. Amidst these changes, banks need to innovate
aggressively, even at the expense of their existing business. If they fail to do so, competitors old
and new will innovate and take the business.
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How fast can and will change come in finance and from what direction?
There is a strong logic for Google, Alibaba and other internet companies to play an active role in
e-finance. Where banking decisions can be reduced to analytical algorithms and the internet
company has an inherent information advantage, it can compete very effectively, regulations
permitting. Moreover, for those such as Google, who gain a significant revenue stream from
internet advertising, involvement in payments provides conclusive information on advertising
effectiveness when linked to web behavior. This would allow these firms to charge higher rates
accordingly.
Banks will need to fight for visibility with their customers online, as bankcard details become
stored in Google Wallets or are replaced entirely by an Alipay. One click at Amazon or the Apple
iTunes store completes a purchase. The debit or credit card is charged, but the payment takes
place in the background. M-Pesa’s owner, Vodafone, needed to partner with Commercial Bank
of Asia (CBA) for its M-Shwari banking service, but it is the M-Shwari brand that the customer
sees – not CBA’s. Google Wallet and Apple iTunes contain the details of individual bankcards –
which still effect the actual payments – but it is the Google and Apple iTunes names that people
see when they pay. Google now offers the ability to email money to a friend through a simple email.
Banks, however, retain considerable advantages.
When supermarkets such as Tesco and Sainsbury entered UK banking in the late 1990s, many
argued that supermarkets would triumph over banks in the consumer market. The supermarkets
had stronger brands, a better customer service reputation, a large customer base and extensive
store networks of their own. Yet, while British supermarket banks continue to have a role in the
UK financial market, their financial arms have fallen short of initial expectations. Sainsbury Bank
is in fact a joint venture with Lloyds Banking Group. Tesco took full ownership of Tesco Bank in
2008, acquiring the stake previously held by Royal Bank of Scotland.
There are also important parts of banking that cannot be easily reduced to automated
algorithms. In lending, Alibaba’s loan cap shows the limits of Big Data analytics in relation to the
experience of bank credit officers. M-Shwari and M-Pesa cannot draw on the richness of
transaction data that Alibaba can. As a consequence, they needed a bank partner for credit
assessment in lending, as well in order to be licensed to take deposits. While Suning and other
Chinese companies are applying for banking licenses, established banks continue to have many
advantages if they take the right actions.
There are four areas where banks need to focus:
i.

Recognizing the need for accelerated innovation

ii.

Upgrading ‘clicks+bricks’

iii.

Reshaping the ‘bricks’

iv.

Making partnerships work
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VIII. i. Recognizing the need for accelerated innovation
Some industry observers have questioned whether finance is now facing its own “Kodak
moment” 37 . In the late 1990s, Kodak senior management could see the threat of digital
photography very clearly. Kodak had in fact invented the first commercial digital camera.
However, Kodak management misjudged the pace of substitution, believing that they could rely
on a profitable film-based business for many years. The volume of film rolls sold in the U.S. fell
98 per cent between 2000 and 2011. In 2012, Kodak entered bankruptcy.
Innovating successfully in e-finance requires a significant change in mindset, especially now in
the wake of the global financial crisis. Innovation requires experimentation and the freedom to
fail. This can sit uneasily with tightened risk management and compliance.
VIII. ii. Upgrading “clicks+bricks”
Banks have many years of experience incorporating online and mobile banking into their service
offering. For most customers, banks need to continue to pursue a ‘clicks+bricks’ strategy that
combines online and physical presence. Both online and offline, customer expectations continue
to rise. Non-financial businesses are setting the pace. Success requires a ‘bar-bell’ strategy,
where there is outstanding performance at both extremes of offline and online service. “Good
enough” will not be sufficient either online or offline.
Online, companies such as Apple, Google and the like set the bar for the customer interface
and brand strength. Websites and apps need to be easy to use and bug-free with appealing
design. None of this can compromise data security and fraud protection. This is not an easy
balance. Functionality should include options for video, instant messaging and email
communication. Banks need to develop branding strategies that boost their online prominence
and appeal.
In branches, banks need to offer high quality personal service, enticing design and a humantouch relationship. After all, for many customers a visit to the branch remains an important part
of buying a financial product. Banks need to make customers want to come into the branch
rather than see branch visits as an unpleasant necessity. Banks also need to contain costs. Part
of the solution is encouraging customers to use technology in the branch. Above all, banks need
to ensure an “omni-channel” approach, integrating across channels. Many customers will start
a product search online, buy in a branch and then follow up by email.
VIII. iii. Reshaping the ‘bricks’
While both offline and online presence will remain important for banks, the online world is
gaining at the expense of the offline world. Total branch visits are set to fall in Asia, even as
Asia’s growing middle class seeks better financial advice. After consistent growth since 1998,
total branch visits across Asia fell from 2010 to 2011. The trend is clear in both “developed Asia”
(Hong Kong and Singapore) where the fall was 29 per cent and in “emerging Asia” (India, China)
where visits fell 26 per cent38.
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In a global report39, McKinsey forecasts a 26 per cent reduction in the number of branches
required per million customers between 2010 and 2015. This could come together with a 50 per
cent reduction in the number of staff per branch as banks deploy technology to automate further
and downsize in response to fewer branch visits. This would imply a reduction of nearly twothirds in branch staff over a five-year period. Digital interactions in 2015 are estimated to be four
times the level of 2010. This is a large transformation indeed, and the reality of implementation
may be slower, but the logic of changes in customer demand and business economics is clear.
In Asia, continuing urbanization and the growth of the middle class arguably increase the need
for future branch expansion. However, early adoption of technology in many Asian countries
also provides the opportunity to leap-frog to next-generation digital banking, reducing the need
for costly investments in physical infrastructure.
Banks are starting to roll out more appealing branch designs. Some are more like Apple stores
than traditional branches. These new branches are complemented by increased use of
technology elsewhere as total branch numbers fall. Citi’s Smart Banking branches are larger,
fewer in number, visually impressive and equipped with the latest technology. Citi has also
introduced Citibank Express ATM machines in Singapore, Manila and Kuala Lumpur that offer
online banking connection, video-conferencing and biometric capabilities for customer identity
authentication. A customer can start a transaction on a computer or mobile device and complete
it on Citibank Express—and vice versa40.
VIII. iv. Making partnerships work
Technology will both enable and require new partnerships between banks and non-banks. This
is the case online and offline. Banks and non-banks alike will have reasons to partner with one
another, though the online imperative for banks is stronger. With different cultures and heritages,
they will each need to learn to partner better and work together while protecting their own
interests.
Banks face an information, branding and capability challenge online. The scale of information
that the major internet companies can collect on their users will make it difficult for banks to
bypass them completely. Partnerships may also provide access to needed capabilities and to
opportunities for brand prominence via sites with large customer bases. Major internet players
will need banks too – although perhaps less so – to complete payments where the link to a bank
account remains and to provide a broader range of more complex financial products.
Pressures on branch costs will also lead banks to look to partnerships with retailers, post offices
and others in order to maintain a widespread physical presence in an economical manner. For
example, subway stations could host video-enabled ATMs where the customer can talk with
loan experts as well as withdraw cash. For retailers, these services can yield additional revenue
in the form of distribution fees. For internet companies too, the very attraction of ‘clicks+bricks’
to customers will drive them to find ways of having some form of physical presence if they want
to grow in e-finance. Safaricom’s agent force is key to the success of M-Pesa. Alibaba had
plans to create its own offline POS network. Building and operating these physical networks is
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expensive and requires skills that internet companies often do not have. Internet companies will
look for partners.
There are then a number of areas where partnerships can play an important role. However, the
different cultures of internet companies, retailers, banks and others will make successful
cooperation especially challenging. Rapidly changing technology and business models will
mean continual change in the boundaries of the partnership and the respective roles and
contributions of the different partners. Keeping abreast of these changes and acting accordingly
will be a particular challenge for more conservative financial institutions.
Regulations will also be key – first in permitting the partnerships to come into existence and
then in helping to manage risk and economic return. Banks have both the incentive and the
capability to help regulators understand the benefits and risks of these new partnerships.

IX. THE ROLE OF REGULATORS: A HOLISTIC APPROACH
Just as technology is transforming customer behavior, business models and the nature of
competition, so it is also changing multiple aspects of regulation. These changes will intensify in
the next few years.
Viable business models in finance are inextricably linked with how finance is regulated. If
regulations prescribe that all physical distribution needs to be owned by a bank, then
partnership models with, for example, convenience stores are not possible. As a consequence,
either the bank cost base is higher or customer service levels are lower.
However, in new areas such as e-finance, it can be unclear which winning business models
meet customer needs, generate profits and maintain acceptable systemic risk. Financial
regulators are also justifiably cautious in licensing new entrants. And yet it is new entrants that
have created the most innovative models elsewhere on the internet. There is a period of
uncertainty, change and creative experimentation and destruction ahead while markets,
institutions and regulators determine what works and what does not. This is a degree of
uncertainty that is at odds with the cultures of conservative financial institutions and regulators.
Regulators need to work on four areas:
i.

Determining an overall stance on e-finance regulation and policy

ii. Regulating new issues and concerns appropriately
iii. Adjusting the institutional scope of regulation
iv. Applying new technology to regulatory operating models

IX. i. Determining an overall regulatory stance and policy on e-finance
The regulatory approach to e-finance needs to take full account of potential benefits as well as
risks. Changes in technology and customer behavior mean that e-finance has the potential to
help address key policy priorities for Asia’s future development. Mobile money can both help
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bring more economic activity into the formal economy away from the gray economy, and deliver
inclusive finance to those in rural areas at low cost. E-trade finance can support greater SME
success, stronger trade flows and increased economic integration. Transaction data and Big
Data analytical techniques can help address SME financing challenges.
Given this, regulators need to embrace new technology and not start by focusing on risk
minimization. Regulators should encourage new initiatives, even where regulations are unclear
or unwritten. Appropriate regulations may only be finalized when the shape and risks of a
business model are clear.
There remain important choices about how policymakers do this on a couple of dimensions:
a. Determining the relative roles of the state and the market in implementing e-finance,
building infrastructure, etc. (“top-down” vs. “bottom-up”) and the nature of a “national
strategy”
b. Determining the appropriate role and intervention in standards-setting

IX. i. a. Determining the relative roles of the state and the market
The appropriate roles for the state and the market will depend on the starting point and
ambitions of the country in question, and that country’s own heritage and context of
development. Interventions can be more “top-down”, relying on mandates and direction or more
“bottom-up”, where solutions emerge from market competition.
In the U.S. and China, both elements are at work. Leading internet players in the U.S. have
generally established themselves through market competition, with regulation playing a
supporting role. Nonetheless, even the market-based U.S. internet sector has benefited
significantly from technologies developed with the defense budget, starting with DARPA’s
creation of the original internet. China has created its own internet champions from market
competition in the form of Alibaba, Tencent and Baidu, while there is strong government action
in shaping technology.
In Korea and Singapore, governments have taken a relatively top-down approach to defining
standards and building infrastructure in order to drive adoption. A top-down approach entails
coordination across all major sectors. The finance, telecommunications, education,
transportation, welfare payments and government procurement aspects are particularly
important. A national-level ICT policy can be effective in aligning actions across stakeholders.
Singapore provides a useful case study. Its ICT policy aims to build an “Intelligent Island” based
on its National Information Infrastructure (NII) 41. This will help ensure Singapore’s continued
global competitiveness. A National IT Committee was established to steer and coordinate policy
across ministries and agencies. The hardware and software side of ICT projects became the
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responsibility of the National Computer Board and the Telecommunications Authority of
Singapore, later merged to form the Infocomm Development Authority42 (IDA).
The IDA plans and implements the Next Generation National InfoComm Infrastructure to
support Singapore’s ICT development in fields where companies based in Singapore have
comparative advantage. Key IDA outcomes include the development of a national system for
electronic data interchange (TradeNet), the advent of cashless transactions (Network for
Electronic Transfer System) and the Singapore ONE Network (platform for electronic
commerce).
IX. i. b. Determining the appropriate role in setting standards
Government also has an important role to play in standards setting. There is large value to a set
of common standards that allow for interoperability while making use of best experience on data
security and fraud control. Korea’s One Pass prepaid transport card that will work in all Korean
cities and all modes of transport is one example. Competing standards in a market can confuse
customers and slow the adoption of new payments instruments, while customers wait to see
which standards will win. Yet an imposed top-down standard by government risks
misunderstanding the business economics and customer needs, while stunting innovation.
Government has an important role to play in bringing together industry players, without itself
imposing a solution. At times, policymakers take too much of a traditional and local focus. For
example, they may create a forum of the main local market participants without embracing
either potential new entrants or those from overseas. This can cut off important insights on what
works elsewhere and entrench the position of incumbent institutions, part of whose business
may be at risk from new products and services.
IX. ii. Regulating new issues and concerns appropriately
E-finance also changes the issues that regulators need to address. Some issues are new.
Others change in importance as finance moves online. Five issues stand out:
a.

Increasing importance of data security

b.

Changing questions on data privacy

c.

Growing concerns about access to branches in rural areas for those who do not
wish to go online

d.

Job protection and job creation

e.

Changing definitions of “money”

IX. ii. a. Increasing importance of data security
Data security and anti-fraud concerns are key in the online world. These are major issues for
customers and banks alike. Regulators need to determine how much intervention and detailed
definition is needed in both of these areas. Banks have large incentives to ensure appropriate
42
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levels of security protection, both in terms of the financial losses that they will incur and from
bad publicity and customer pressure when things go wrong. There are many competing
innovations in security software from private companies. Nonetheless, there are important
issues of systemic risk and reputation too. Regulators play a critical role in setting (high)
minimum standards, ensuring interoperability and customer education. They also need to
ensure that data is used and stored appropriately. What is appropriate, in other words the
overall context for policies on privacy and data protection, is shaped by history and culture.
Europe has regulated data protection much more closely than the U.S.
IX. ii. b. Changing questions on data privacy
Technology is redefining the questions on data privacy. As banks look more broadly for
information sources upon which to make credit assessments, the question of information rights
and ownership will become more critical. In many countries, consumers today have the right to
access and challenge elements of their personal consumer credit score. If a bank’s algorithm
determines that drunken images posted on Facebook or Weibo are a good predictor of credit
repayment ability, what regulatory intervention or consumer rights are appropriate, if any? What
happens when a vengeful former partner posts those photos?
IX. ii. c. Growing concerns on branch access in rural areas
As branches close and downsize, regulators also need to consider their stance. For some
customers, especially the elderly, a branch closure may mean loss of access to banking if they
are not comfortable with online banking. Regulators may decide to set minimum levels of branch
coverage or encourage competing banks to share a branch in a small village in order to keep a
physical presence. Regulators could permit non-banks to take on this role in smaller
communities and change regulations accordingly.
IX. ii. d. Job protection and job creation
Many of the benefits that technology brings result from the simplification and automation of
processes. Multiple-step, manual processes are replaced by straight-through processing, and
branch closures lead to significant job losses.
Retail banking is a major employer across Asia, employing millions of staff. In China, ICBC
employed over 400,000 people at the end of 201143 and China Merchants Bank employs over
50,000 staff44. Government policies are aiming to increase the size of the services sector as an
important element of job creation. Asia’s growth will bring increasing customer demand for
banking services and for investment products. This will create new jobs. There will also be new
jobs in mobile banking services and e-finance companies serving SMEs and providing improved
access in rural areas. However, it is worth reflecting that the major internet players are
themselves relatively small employers. For example, Alibaba employees 24,000 in total across
all business lines45, Facebook around 5,000 and Google 45,000 globally46.
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Governments and policymakers will need to balance the benefits of a lean, innovative and
effective financial sector that makes the best use of technology with the challenges of significant
job reductions and reskilling. Strong banking unions in Korea have resisted attempts at
workforce reduction and new working practices. Across Asia, many banks either still are or were
recently state-owned. However, this is a question of the pace of change and managing
transitional effects, not of avoiding technology. Job creation will indeed flow from a dynamic,
innovative financial sector that does a better job of serving the real economy. Managing that
transition and supporting skills development and retraining will be important.
IX. ii. e. Changing definitions of “money”
The proliferation of different means of e-payment also poses questions. Traditionally, a financial
regulator pays attention to the security of deposits, the availability of credit and the ability to
make payments in the form of cash, check, card or e-payments. Monetary policy targets the
same monetary components. The growth of prepaid cards and virtual currencies may change
this.
In China, prepaid cards already carried balances of US$245 billion and this is forecast to reach
US$500 billion in 201547. Over 80 per cent of prepaid cards in China today remain ”closed” loop
– they can only be used for transactions with the merchant who issued the card. However, the
more widely such prepaid cards can be used, the more they resemble a cash-equivalent. This in
turn raises questions as to whether and how they should be reflected in the money supply for
purposes of monetary policy. Additionally, who is responsible for what losses when they are lost?
Should they be treated more like cash or debit cards?
IX. iii. Adjusting the institutional scope of regulation
New non-bank competitors and new partnerships will play an important role in e-finance,
regulations permitting. This requires change on two fronts:
a.

Establishing new licenses and determining a stance on new entrants

b.

Increased cooperation between regulators and/or redefinition of regulatory
structures

IX. iii. a. Establishing new licenses and determining stance on new entrants
Regulators will need to determine which new entrants to license, with what scope and then how
best to regulate these new competitors. On the one hand, they need to strike a balance
between allowing new entrants that both prosper and place competitive pressure on incumbent
banks, and on the other hand, they need to maintain system stability. For example, if banking
payment profit streams erode too quickly, it could endanger capital adequacy in some banks,
but the benefits of new payment models are too attractive not to pursue. Defining what a level
playing field looks like for the different competing institutions is not straightforward.
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In China, cash handling is restricted to banks, postal branches and rural credit cooperatives. Yet
in 2011, 1696 counties and townships (乡镇) in China still did not have any banking entity48.
What other institutions should be licensed and how? New partnerships (e.g., between banks
and telecom operators) will also need appropriate regulation.
One example of licensing many new entrants is in Chinese payments. China has now licensed
around 250 third-party payments processors, of which two are foreign-invested enterprises.
There is a ferment of innovation with differing approaches to prepaid card and online payment
functionality, systems openness and how technology is used. This choice allows extensive
experimentation and market testing. Most cards are on a closed system and so cannot be used
beyond the issuing merchant, thus limiting the risks. Despite all of these factors, ultimately there
are large economies of scale in payments processing, and winners will emerge with a dominant
standard.
IX. iii. b. Increased cooperation between regulators and/or redefinition of regulatory
structures
Regulatory authorities will need to work together in new ways. Traditionally, the institutional
scope of regulators has been clear. In its simplest form, a banking regulator regulates the banks,
with banks being clearly defined as institutions with the ability to take deposits. The regulatory
world, much like the business world, is experiencing blurred boundaries as more partnerships
are formed on the horizon. A key regulatory design choice to be made is where regulatory
boundaries lie in a world where China Mobile, Alibaba and China Merchants Bank could all be
competing and partnering at the same time.
There is a risk that regulatory decisions in the e-payment world continue to be based on
traditional divisions between sectors and their regulators. A stored value card that can be used
to pay mass transit fares, receive government welfare payments and then be used in retail
outlets offers many advantages in terms of convenience. Regulatory boundaries, for example in
China today, can make it difficult to get regulatory approval for such uses.
IX. iv. Applying new technology to regulatory operating models
Finally, regulators need to apply technology to their own organization and ways of working.
Technological innovation by its nature involves uncertainty and failure. This is an even greater
cultural challenge for regulators than for banks and requires cultural change. Regulators need to
focus on three areas:
a.

Staying on top of rapid technological change so that they can understand
opportunities and risks, and regulate effectively

b.

Using technology to improve their own responsiveness, communication and
connectivity

c.

Using Big Data analytical techniques to improve regulatory effectiveness

IX. iv. a. Staying on top of rapid technological change
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Regulators need to gain a deep understanding of how these technologies can help finance
serve the real economy. The first step in developing an appropriate stance on regulation of new
business models is to stay abreast of technology trends and emerging models around the world.
This is tough given the pace of change and competition for talent that underpins the internet
economy. Banks are struggling to attract the scarce talent that can develop winning models in
digital finance. Constrained by government pay scales, hiring practices and organizational
hierarchy and culture, regulators will find this even more difficult. Businesses from all sectors,
researchers and scientists can help. Working closely with a broad range of different
stakeholders will help regulators form their own objective opinions.
IX. iv. b. Using technology to improve responsiveness, communication and connectivity
Technology is changing the expectations that the public and financial institutions have of their
regulators. The public expects more, faster, interactive communication in plain language. A
slow-footed, uncommunicative regulator is less likely to retain public trust. The Bank of England
started answering questions about its monetary policy on Twitter in October 2013. Those being
regulated will also expect faster responses on regulatory questions as the pace of change in
their own business accelerates. If regulations are written too slowly, then they will be outdated
by the time they are published. Ensuring broad consultation with banks and non-banks on draft
regulations while sticking to short review cycles will help ensure relevance and timely regulatory
changes.
IX. iv. c. Using Big Data to improve regulatory effectiveness
Most fundamentally, however, the increased availability of information and processing power
provides the opportunity to improve regulatory effectiveness. As elsewhere, technology allows
both for greater automation and improved decision support. Using Big Data analytical
techniques can provide new insights into asset bubbles and uncover vulnerabilities stemming
from connectivity and risk concentrations. System-wide network modeling is already highlighting
new vulnerabilities and leverage points in financial networks. This approach holds great promise
and the application of these techniques is just beginning. It also raises questions about
regulatory style, degree of intervention and privacy.
Massively increased data flows, increased real-time data availability and greater, cheaper
processing power increase the amount of data that regulators can request and process. Just as
today’s CEO has the option of reviewing sales by product by branch every day or every hour, so
too a regulator now has the theoretical ability to make broad-based requests. Meta-data
analysis of individual phone calls garnered by the U.S. National Security Agency has proven
useful in combatting security risks. What data analysis could be most useful in warning against
systemic financial risk? The choices that regulators make on which information to request from
banks when and how they use it will become more important and set the regulatory tone for the
industry. A clearer view of financial risk, made possible by network analysis, can provide useful
tools to individual institutions to manage their own risk and business mix.
For businesses and regulators alike, the impact of technology on finance is not – paradoxically –
a technology question. More critical is how the different stakeholders work together to create a
new finance ecosystem that serves the real economy more effectively. The opportunities are
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abundant, as are the challenges. Creating the new finance ecosystem will require innovation,
new mindsets, new ways of working and a continued eye on risk.
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Disclaimer
This report reflects work in progress and the views expressed therein are those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect those of the Fung Global Institute. The authors are solely responsible for any errors or
omissions.
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